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Dear Friends,

While this year we cannot meet in person, I want to share the celebration of Nathan Adelson Hospice’s 17th Annual Butterfly Release, held virtually.

Our video presentation is a wonderful way to remember and honor our loved ones while still practicing safe social distancing. As author Margaret Atwood says, “I exist in two places, here and where you are.”

It is our hope that this event helps you on your journey of remaking life after loss. As we honor those we have lost and celebrate their lives, we can share in the healing process and help strengthen each other and our community.

For more than 40 years, we have cared for the residents of our community. We pledge to continue to fulfill our vision that no one ends the journey of life alone, afraid or in pain.

A special thank you to our sponsor, Palm Mortuaries, Cemeteries and Crematories, and our nonprofit partner, The Maximum Hope Foundation.

With sincere appreciation,

Karen Rubel
President and CEO, Nathan Adelson Hospice
Maximum Hope is a lifeline for families navigating the devastating financial and emotional challenges of caring for a child with a critical illness.

When a child is diagnosed with a life-limiting condition, parents may lose income or employment due to extended stays in the hospital with their little one. This financial toll can threaten a family’s home, leave them unable to pay bills, and even prevent them from getting to and from the hospital where their child is receiving treatment.

Maximum Hope assists with mortgage payments, rent or other living expenses so parents can focus on what is most important: their child. We also provide items of hope for children and families to ensure they know they are not alone.

To donate or more information, visit www.maximumhopefoundation.org.
John Anderson

On Sunday, April 22, 2007, Nathan Adelson Hospice lost a beloved member of our family, John Anderson. During his 23 years of service at Nathan Adelson Hospice, John demonstrated outstanding commitment to excellence.

With an easy-going personality and infectious laugh, John provided comfort and support to all of those he touched.

To pay tribute to a man who gracefully maintained beauty and strength during his life, Nathan Adelson Hospice is proud to name this important event in his honor.
Program

Opening Remarks
Karen Rubel
President and CEO
Nathan Adelson Hospice

Release of Butterflies

Closing Remarks
Karen Rubel
Nathan Adelson Hospice

Inspirational Message
Richard Martin
Chaplain
Nathan Adelson Hospice
TAKING CARE OF EACH OTHER
is what community is all about.

Palm Mortuaries & Cemeteries are proud sponsors of the virtual presentation of Nathan Adelson Hospice Foundation’s 17th Annual John Anderson “Celebration of Life” Butterfly Release.

702-464-8300 PalmMortuary.com
In Memory or Honor of Our Loved Ones

Jayne Achter
Paul Ames
John Anderson
Ted Anderson, Jr.
Lynn Ann Annillo
Joan C. Annillo
Carmen Annillo Jr.
John J. Annillo
Maria Arcuri
Remane Armentrout
William and Leta Armstrong
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Carmen Arriola
Genaro Arriola
Genaro Arriola Jr.
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David Ault
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Steve Bliss
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Mildred and Ray Boodry
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Doug Carsner
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Donald Dillingham
Carol Dolan
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Thalia Dondero
Joseph Dorey
John F. Driscoll
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Mark Ege
Fren Ehrl
William Ellenburg
Candace England
Charles Estrada
Uncle John (Fackler)
Donald Fennell

Elouise Fennell
Frank Fennell
Margaret Fennell
Sally Fennell
Francis E. Fernandez
Eunice Fisher
Linda Fisher
Richard Fisher
Robert “Bob” Flannery
Donald R. Flater
Ruby Flowerree
Grandma Kay and Pop Pop Foley
Harold Foss
Douglas Fraizer
Celso Fronda
Sunny Gang
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Joe and Linda Garza
Blanca Garza McLeod
Yae Gazza
Cacas Gil
James P. Gismondi
Patty Gonion
George Graf
Grandma and Grandpa Graf
Blanche Grogan
John Grogan
Jean Guanci
Sue Gulley - Mugsy
Scott Gurevich
Terri Gurevich
Carolyn Gwynne
Bruce Paul Haake

Alia Hajaj
Haitham Hamouda
Mohamed Hamouda
John and Helen Hansen
Hollis Harris
John Hartzell
Katsugi Hazama
Patricia Healy
Marc Hechter
Sharon Herdell
Judith Ann Herkelman
Nick Hernandez
Michael Hickey
Hazel Hiten
Abe Hodes
Ethel Hoffman
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James Hoffman
Brenda Holmes
Kristine Holt
Laura Hong
Patricia Hornbuckle
Marcy Humm
Susan Hunley
Jack Hunter
Elizabeth Lee Hyde
John Edward Hyde
Bobbie Irvin
Peggie Irvin
Barbara Irving
Chuck Joeckel
Carl G. Johnson III
Carla Jonas

Carl H. Jones
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Jennie Keefe
Kathleen Keeling
Cliff Kehoe
Ken Keltner
Mike Kemp, APRN
George E. King
Susan King
Christopher Michael Kirk
Margaret and Martin Kittok
Simon Kittok
Inez Barbara Knott
John Kodweis
Kenneth Lee Koster
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George Kotih
Ed Kowsky
Louise and Adolph Kropatschek
Joe LaComb
Laura LaComb
Laura Lamb
Lucinda Cindy Snow Langman
Karen Lark
Parents and Grandparents
Marilyn and Bob Lauther
Frashier L. Lawson
Stephanie Lawson Newman
Marion Leatherwood
Ffolliot LeCoque
Mrs. Robert D. Leeper
Guadalupe Lupita Lehky

Nate Levine
Denny Lewis
Douglas L. Lewis
Raymond Dennis Limley
Phil Lovaas
Joseph L. Lucia
Joseph Lucia
PFC Richard MacDiarmid
James Mackesy
Micheal B. Macknin
Molly Maged
Sydney Maged
Tamio Mansfield
Karen Maples
Gary and Bill Marjie
James and Wilda Marjie
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Jayn Marshall
Alan Joseph Martin
Dick Mastracci
Kerri Jane Shea Matelske
Marianna Matteo
Michael Matteo
Kay Maze
Jim McCabe
Victoria McClure
James McCroy
Carol McIntyre
Charlie McKay
Joyce E. Meagher
Leah Corwell Miller
Hughie E. Mills
Dora Ann Milner
Roger James “Jamie” Milner
Patricia Mongeon
Debbie Moon
Arnold Moore
George C. Mundon
George Mundon Sr.
Philip A. Murphy
John P. Murray
Alfred A. Nelson
Judi Nelson
Cy Newman
Evelyn Newman
richy newman
Teddy Newman
Mike Newman
Darrell Niemeier
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Audrey A. Norrod
Brenda Novielle
Kerry O’Bannon
Emily O’Brien
Jim O’Donnell
LaVon and J.R. Olesen
Larry Olson
Lloyd and Peggy Olson
Ron Olson
Ariel Orosa
Roberto Orosa
Lorenzo F. Ortiz
Jess and Helen Overbey
Martin Paul
Patricia Pease
Whilhelmina Peloquin

Evelyn T. Penny
Jeanette Perry
Robyn Peters
Jean Peterson
Joyce Peterson
Carolyn Petroff
Larry Petroff
Donald Pickett
Virgilio Pingol
Mary Pisacreta
Millie and Tony Pisula
Bill and Joan Pitts
Harold Platt
Lucy Platt
Bill and Dodie Potthoff
Neal Prendergast
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Martha Puljan
Pedro Quirante
Michael Raftery
Lawrence Rausch
Gene Reichardt
Carolyn D. Reyes
Tonko Reyes Familia
Jacques Ribons
Sharon Riggs
Joseph Rizzuto
Janice Robichaud
Maria Rodriguez
Carol Roeder
Roxy Roeder
Iris Rowland
Jeremy Michael Sana
Joseph and Dorothy Sauer
Larry Sauer
Muriel Scarlatelli
Steve Schearer
Lisa M. Schneibel
Max Schumacher
Walter J. Schutt
Ida Schwartz
Stanley Schwartz
William Scott
Khalil Segaheir
Lorne Seidman
Cynthia Sepulveda
Wilda Seward
Margaret Shanta
Seymour Shapiro
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Nancy Ann Silanskis
Mariah Lynn Silva
Charles Silverman
Kerry Simon
Shirley Simon
Walter Slack
Bette J. Smith
Michelle Smutzler
Sandra Smutzler
Margaret Snyder
Reba L. Snyder
Kenneth D. Sparks
Rosie Spinrad
Jesi Steward
Frank Steward
Bertha Marie Stone

Sylvia Stone
William Edward Stone
William Paul Stone
Joyce Straus
Gary Marshall Sullivant
Ronald Taddeo
Carol Takahashi
Angelo Gabriele Tenuta
Gary Thout
Alan Tobman
Claire Tobman
Herb Tobman
Ida Tobman
Isidore Tobman
Jean Tobman
Milton Tobman
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Terri Tobman
Athena Vassiliadis
Fernando Vazquez
Gloria Vazquez
Gino Viacava
Jennifer K. Visitacion
Jock A. Visser
Nancy Voorhees
Sherly Ann Vranesh
Daniel & Chinnena Wade
Jason Wade-Fortenberry
Annie Wagner
Fredrick Wagner
Betty Wallace
Charlie Wallace
Danny Wallace

David Wallace
Wilbur (Wally) Wallace
Garry Warner
Michael Warner
Aubrey “Bud” Weil
David Westlend
Fred Widmier
Doc Wolever
Zenith Wolever
Marcia Wolfe
Ruth Wolfe
Mel and Ruth Wolzinger
Marie Woolpert
Neba Wright
Kyler Yelverton
Haralampi Yotov
Thank you for your support!

List printed as of April 3, 2020
You have the right to choose what you want in healthcare. But what if you are unable to communicate?

Nathan Adelson Hospice offers Deciding Tomorrow ... Today, a program designed to help facilitate these critical discussions and document your wishes. For more information, visit www.decidingtomorrowtoday.org
How do you want to be remembered?

Many people like to include a gift in their will to a cause that has been important in their lives. When you join our Circle of Life legacy society, you will ensure that end-of-life care continues to be available to all in our community. Call 702-938-3928 for more information on belonging to the Circle of Life.